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Technical Meeting 2 – Gardens

Royal Kitchen Gardens
The management of historic Kitchen Gardens –
How to work with historic Kitchen Gardens - History, management,
communication, activities, maintenance and production methods.
Good practices and recommendations

22-23 March 2018
Agency for Culture & Royal Palaces, Denmark
The Danish Royal Palace Gardens have historically almost always had side
by side both an ornamental/ pleasure or parklike garden and a production
garden. Whilst most of those palaces have survived to this day, many of
their production gardens ie. kitchen and fruit gardens simply disappeared
as those palaces were no longer used as Royal residence and therefore no
longer need for daily delivery of locally grown fresh produce. The
production aspect has disappeared and is being replaced with new
aspects that reflect socio- cultural developments and changes in
contemporary aspirations and the use of historic gardens. Gardens in their
own right are places of attraction and the scene for diverse recreational,
social and learning activities. Still, also in Denmark, a few Kitchen gardens
have more or less survived together with traditional production methods.
The aim of this technical meeting is to focus on how kitchen gardens are
run today, both in relation historical production methods and after
historical plans, with historic plant material. How are they communicated
and presented to the general public. Do they lend themselves to special
forms of communication, to particular events and activities and, owing to
their special maintenance requirements, to potential new forms of
partnerships?

Jour. nr. Click here to enter text.

Side 2

Even if the season might not be optimal the meeting will end with a visit
of the kitchen garden and the orangery of Fredensborg Palace Garden.

Expected participants: People working with the historic Kitchen gardens
and historic gardens in general
Working language: English
Dates: Thursday 22 March from 9:00 am and Friday 23 march until 4 pm.
Back-scheduling:
For this technical meeting to be efficient, we would be grateful if you
could respect the schedule indicated below.
By February, 20

1) Send your registration form to
residencesroyales@chateauversailles.fr
2) Send the completed questionnaires to Kristin Seybold
krsey@slks.dk
and residencesroyales@chateauversailles.fr in copy
3) Make your booking directly with the hotel (more details here
below) payment in connection with the booking

Please note that the final AGENDA will be sent by March 8, 2018.
Practical information
Budget
Lunch and Dinner on 22. March and Lunch on 23. March will be offered by
Agency for Culture & Royal Palaces and the network of European Royal
Residences.
Transport and accommodation fees are at the participants’ expense.
Hotel
Rooms are pre-booked with negotiated prices from 21.03-23.03 at:
Hotel Sct. Thomas

Side 3

Frederiksberg Allé 7, 1621 København V
Tlf. (+45) 3321 6464 / Fax (+45) 3325 6460
hotel@hotelsctthomas.dk
www.hotelsctthomas.dk
Prices are negotiated as follows:
Single room breakfast included: 795 DKR/night (105 EUR).
You can benefit from the prices until 20.02 by booking directly with the
Hotel (password ARRE). Please note that the deadline for payment also is
the 20.02.

Transports
Hotel Sct. Thomas is located a 20 minutes’ nice walk away from
Frederiksberg Castle, where the workshop will take place.
A representative of the Agency will meet the participants in the hotel’s
lobby to show the way. It is possible to rent bikes at the hotel. If necessary,
transportation will be provided to take participants from the hotel to the
castle
Contacts
Agency for Culture & Royal Palaces
Tanguy Laviolette tla@slks.dk Tel: +45 41 10 71 51 (speaks English, French
and Italian)
Kristin Seybold krsey@slks.dk Tel: +45 42 80 27 44 (speaks Germand)
Association of European Royal Residences
Elena Alliaudi residencesroyales@chateauversailles.fr
Tel : +33 (0)130835882
We are looking forward to welcome you in Copenhagen
Kind regards
Niels Mellergaard
Head of Royal Gardens, Denmark

